Students are to complete 9 graduate courses in Linguistics in order to earn the MA through DSP.

All courses taken for the Linguistics MA degree MUST be taken for 4 or 5 units, and for a letter grade.

**GRADUATE COURSE REQUIREMENTS**

**ALL THREE OF:**
- □ 200A (Phonology 1)
- □ 200B (Syntax 1)
- □ 200C (Semantics 1)

**TWO OF:**
- □ 201A (Phonology 2)
- □ 201B (Syntax 2)
- □ 201C (Semantics 2)

**ONE OF:**
- □ 204C (Speech Perception)
- □ 209A (Computational Linguistics 1)
- □ 213A (Acquisition)
- □ 213B (Neurolinguistics)
- □ 213C (Language Processing)
- □ 217 Experimental Phonology
- □ 236 (Computational Phonology)

**THREE OF (if not used above):**
- □ 201A (Phonology 2)
- □ 201B (Syntax 2)
- □ 201C (Semantics 2)
- □ 202 (Language Change)
- □ 203 (Phonetic Theory)
- □ 104/204A (Experimental Phonetics)
- □ 204B (Speech Production)
- □ 204C (Speech Perception)
- □ 205 (Morphology)
- □ 207 (Pragmatics)
- □ 208 (Mathematical Linguistics 1)
- □ 209A (Computational Linguistics 1)
- □ 209B (Computational Linguistics 2)
- □ 209C (Computational Semantics)
- □ 111/211 (Intonation)
- □ 212 (Learnability)
- □ 213A (Acquisition)
- □ 213B (Neurolinguistics)
- □ 213C (Language Processing)
- □ 214 (Syntactic Theory)
- □ 215 (Syntactic Typology)
- □ 216 (Syntax 3)
- □ 217 (Experimental Phonology)
- □ 218 (Semantics 3)
- □ 219 (Phonology 3)
- □ 222 (Semantics 3)
- □ 225 (Linguistic Structures)
- □ 239 (Research Methods)
- □ C140/244 (Bilingualism)

**OTHER REQUIREMENTS:**
- □ In their final quarter of the program, students must pass a comprehensive oral examination in order for the degree to be conferred.